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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been growing interest in the stabilization of
flexible robot arms and other flexible structures. Among the many control
methods developed, most of them used the control law that makes the
corresponding closed loop system dissipative. More recently, a new kind of
feedback control method which makes the closed loop system non-dissipa-
tive is particularly attractive due to its easy implementation and better
Ž w x.performance in practice see 6 . Since the closed loop system is a
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non-dissipative system in this case, it is very difficult to investigate the
well-posedness problem for such a system, or it is hard to check whether
the closed loop operator generates a C semigroup. The difficulty is in that0
kŽ .it is not easy to find the expression of R l; A and to estimate its norm
for k G 2, and this is necessary to use the Hille]Yosida theorem. The goal
of this paper is to give a new sufficient and necessary condition in terms of
A and the first order resolvent of A and A* which assures that A will
generate a C semigroup in a Hilbert space H and can be easily verified to0
non-dissipative systems in some cases.
The main result of this paper is the following Theorem 1.1:
THEOREM 1.1. A linear operator A in a Hilbert space H is the infinitesi-
Ž .mal generator of a C semigroup T t satisfying0
5 5 s0 tT t F Me , ; t G 0, 1.1Ž . Ž .
for some M G 1 and s g R, if and only if0
Ž .i A is a closed densely defined operator;
Ž . Ž .  < 4ii r A , the resol¤ent set of A, contains l g C Re l ) s , and for0
any l s s q it g C with s ) s , the resol¤ent estimates0
5 5 2sup s y s R s q it ; A x dt - q‘, ; x g H , 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .H0
Rs)s0
and
5 5 2sup s y s R s y it ; A* y dt - q‘, ; y g H , 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž .H0
Rs)s0
are satisfied.
w xFrom Theorem 1.1 together with 5 the following corollaries are imme-
diate.
COROLLARY 1.2. A linear operator A in a Hilbert space H is the infinitesi-
Ž . Ž .mal generator of a C semigroup T t , which satisfies 1.1 and is continuous0
for t ) 0 in the uniform operator topology if and only if
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 conditions i and ii in Theorem 1.1 hold;
Ž . 5 Ž . 5 22 sup H R s q it ; A x dt “ 0, a “ ‘, s ) s .x g H , 5 x 5s1 <t < G a 0
COROLLARY 1.3. A linear operator A in a Hilbert space H is the infinitesi-
Ž . Ž .mal generator of a C semigroup T t , which satisfies 1.1 and is compact if0
and only if
Ž .1 Conditions 1 and 2 in Corollary 1.2 hold;
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 R l; A is compact for l g r A .
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Ž .In terms of A or the first order resolvent R l; A , Corollary 1.2 gives
the characteristic conditions which assure the continuity for t ) 0 of a C0
Ž .semigroup T t in the uniform operator topology, and the conditions of
Ž .Corollary 1.3 assure that a C semigroup T t is compact.0
In Section 2, the proof of Theorem 1.1 and a corollary obtained from the
proof are given. In Section 3, an example is studied to show how to use the
above conditions to investigate the well-posedness problem for non-dis-
sipative system. Finally, in Section 4, whether Theorem 1.1 still holds in
general Banach spaces is discussed further and another proof of the
sufficiency of Theorem 1.1 is obtained in this section.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
Ž .For the C semigroup T t in a Hilbert space H generated by A, denote0
5 5log T tŽ .
<v A s lim , s A s sup Re l l g s A , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
tt“‘
Ž .where s A is the set of the spectrum of A. First we prove two lemmas.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Under the conditions 1.2 and 1.3 , for e¤ery x g H and
s ) s we ha¤e1 0
5 5 < <R l; A x “ 0, when Re l G s and l “ q‘.Ž . 1
Proof. Let l s s q it . For s ) s and x g H, we define the mapping0
2Ž .S : H “ Y s L R; H bys
S x t s s y s R s q it ; A x , ;t g R.Ž . Ž . Ž .'s 0
Ž .It follows from 1.2 that S is a closed linear operator of H into Y withs
Ž .D S s H. So by the closed graph theorem S is bounded. Moreover, thes s
Ž .condition 1.2 implies that
5 5 <sup S x s ) s - q‘. 4Ys 0
Thus by using the uniform boundedness principle, there exists a positive
constant M independent of s such that1
1r2 5 5M x125 5R s q it ; A x dt F . 2.1Ž . Ž .Hž / s y s'R 0
Similarly, there exists M ) 0 such that2
1r2 5 5M y225 5R s y it ; A* y dt F . 2.2Ž . Ž .Hž / s y s'R 0
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Ž . Ž .By the Schwarz inequality it follows from 2.1 and 2.2 that for s ) s ,0
t2 2R s q it ; A x dtŽ .H
t1
t2 2s sup R s q it ; A x dt , yŽ .Hž /t5 5 1ygH , y s1 H
t2
s sup R s q it ; A x , R s y it ; A* y dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H H
t5 5 1ygH , y s1
1r2
t2 25 5F sup R s q it ; A x dtŽ .Hž /t5 5 1ygH , y s1
1r2
t2 25 5= R s y it ; A* y dtŽ .Hž /t1
5 5M M x1 2F , ;t , t g R, x g H , 2.3Ž .1 2s y s0
2Ž .which means that H R s q it ; A x dt is convergent. SinceR
t1 2R s q it ; A x s R s q it ; A x y i R s q it ; A x dt , 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 0
t0
the limit
lim R s q it ; A xŽ .
< <t “q‘
Ž .exists in the topology of H. Using this fact together with 2.1 , we obtain
lim R s q it ; A x s 0, ; x g H , s ) s . 2.5Ž . Ž .0
< <t “q‘
Ž . Ž .It follows from 2.3 and 2.4 that
5 5M M x1 2
5 5 5 5R s q it ; A x F R s q it ; A x q . 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 s y s0
Ž .Let t “ ‘ in 2.6 ; we then get0
M M1 2
5 5R s q it ; A F , s ) s . 2.7Ž . Ž .0s y s0
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 < <4 Ž .So if s G max s , t , then it follows from 2.7 that1
2 M M1 2
5 5 5 5 < <R l, A x F x “ 0, as l “ q‘. 2.8Ž . Ž .
2 2< <'l y 4s0
Ž .On the other hand, by using the resolvent identity and 2.7 when s F1
< <Re l F t , we obtain
5 5 5 5R l, A x F R s q it ; A xŽ . Ž .1
< < 5 5 5 5q s y s R l; A R s q it ; A xŽ . Ž .1 1
5 5- 1 q M M R s q it ; A x . 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1
'< < < < < < < <Note that if t G l r 2 , we have t “ ‘ as l “ ‘. Thus the desired
Ž . Ž .assertion is derived from 2.8 and 2.9 .
The following lemma is easily verified, therefore the proof is omitted.
LEMMA 2.2. Let l s s q it and m s s q it . For e¤ery x g H, we1 1
ha¤e
1 eltsqi‘ x , s ) 0, k s 1,x dl s t ) 0,H ½k 0, s - 0, k G 1,2p i lsyi‘
2.10Ž .
1 eltsqi‘
x dl s 0, s - s - 0, t ) 0, 2.11Ž .H 122p i l l y mŽ .syi‘
1 e m t eltsqi‘
x dm s x , s - s - 0, t ) 0,H 12 22p i m m y l lŽ .syi‘
2.12Ž .
1 1sqi‘
R l; A x dl s 0, s ) 0, 2.13Ž . Ž .H2p i lsyi‘
1 1 R s ; A xŽ .sqi‘ 1
R l; A x dl s , s ) s ) 0.Ž .H 12p i l l y s sŽ .syi‘ 1 1
2.14Ž .
Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 1.1. Necessity It is obvious that i holds by the
Ž w x. Ž . Ž .Hille]Yosida theorem see 2 . As for ii , we need only prove 1.2 ,
Ž w x. Ž .because according to the theory of adjoint semigroups see 2 , T* t is a
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w xC semigroup in H with the same properties. By a lemma in 1 , we have0
‘




ys Ž jq2 s.f j s e T j q s x , T s x ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H
Ž .max 0, yj
Ž .Therefore, for j G 0, using 1.1 , we have
‘
22 ys Ž jq2 s. s Ž jq2 s.0< < 5 5f j F M x e e dsŽ . H
0
2 5 5 2 2 5 5 2M x M x
yŽ sys .j0s e F , 2.15Ž .
2 s y s 2 s y sŽ . Ž .0 0
and for j - 0 we have
‘
22 ys Ž jq2 s. s Ž jq2 s.0< < 5 5f j F M x e e dsŽ . H
yj
2 5 5 2 2 5 5 2M x M x
Žsys .j0s e F . 2.16Ž .
2 s y s 2 s y sŽ . Ž .0 0
1Ž . ‘Ž . Ž .Hence f g L R l L R , and the Fourier transform of f j is the
Ž .y1r2 5 Ž . 5 2 Ž .nonnegative function 2p R s q it ; A x . Using Lemma 21.50 in
w x Ž . Ž .4 , it follows from 2.15 and 2.16 that
2 5 5 21 1 M x2 ˆ ‘5 5 5 5R s q it ; A x dt s f t dt F f F ,Ž . Ž .H H L'2p 2 s y sŽ .2pR R 0
2.17Ž .
Ž .which means that 1.2 holds.
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Ž . Ž .Sufficiency For a fixed s ) s , we define the linear operator T t0 s
in H :
1 sqi‘
ltT t x s e R l; A x dl 2.18Ž . Ž . Ž .Hs 2p i syi‘
es t
i tts e R s q it ; A x dt , t ) 0, x g H . 2.19Ž . Ž .H2p R
Integration by parts yields that
t2 i tte R s q it ; A x dtŽ .H
t1
t1 2 i tt 2s e R s q it ; A x dtŽ .Ht t1
1
i tt 2q e R s q it ; A xŽ .2it
1
i tt 1y e R s q it ; A x ,Ž .1it
t ) 0, t , t g R, x g H . 2.20Ž .1 2
Ž . Ž .By using Schwarz’s inequality, it follows from 2.1 and 2.2 that
t2 i tt 2e R s q it ; A x dt , yŽ .Hž /t1 H
t2 i tts e R s q it ; A x , R s y it ; A* y dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H H
t1
1r2 1r2
t t2 22 25 5 5 5F R s q it ; A x dt R s y it ; A* y dtŽ . Ž .H Hž / ž /t t1 1
M M1 2
5 5 5 5F x y , ; x , y g H . 2.21Ž .
s y sŽ .0
Ž . Ž .Therefore, it follows from 2.20 , 2.21 and Lemma 2.1 that the improper
i tt Ž .Riemann integral H e R s q it ; A x dt converges in the topology of HR
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and satisfies
M M1 2i tt 5 5e R s q it ; A x dt F x . 2.22Ž . Ž .H t s y sŽ .R 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence T t t ) 0 defined by 2.19 is a linear bounded operator in H.s
Ž .Next, we proceed to verify that T t is a C semigroup.s 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 First we show that T t is independent of s g s , q‘ ands 0
5 Ž .5 s0 t Ž . Ž .that there exists an M ) 0 such that T t F Me , where T t ’ T t .s
In fact, take any s ) s with s / s . For each b ) 0, let G be the1 0 1 b
rectangular path with vertices at s " ib and s " ib. By Cauchy’s theo-1
rem,
eltR l; A x dl s 0. 2.23Ž . Ž .H
Gb
Without loss of generality, we may assume that s - s . Using Lemma 2.1,1
we know that
s s1 1Ž s" ib . t s t1 5 5e R s " ib ; A x ds F e R s " ib ; A x ds “ 0,Ž . Ž .H H
s s
b “ ‘.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus, by letting b “ ‘ in 2.23 , it follows from 2.19 that T t s T t .s s1
Ž . Ž .For every t ) 0, it follows from 2.19 and 2.22 that
M M es t es0 tM M eŽsys 0 . t1 2 1 2 s t05 5T t F inf s min s Me ,Ž .
2p t s y s 2p s y s ts)s s)sŽ . Ž .0 00 0
2.24Ž .
where M s M M er2p .1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Then we prove that T t q s s T t T s for t, s ) 0. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that s - 0, otherwise we only need to0
ˆ ˆ yŽs 0q1 . tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .replace A by A s A y s q 1 I and T t by T t s e T t . So we0
Ž k .can take s - s - s - 0. For x g D A , k s 1, 2, . . . , we have the0 1
equality
k 1 1
jy1 kR l; A x s A x q R l; A A x . 2.25Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j kl ljs1
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Ž . Ž 2 .Using 2.25 with k s 2 and Lemma 2.2, for x g D A we have
1 sqi‘
ltT t x s e R l; A x dlŽ . Ž .H2p i syi‘
2 lt l t1 e 1 esqi‘ sqi‘jy1 2s A x dl q R l; A A x dlŽ .Ý H Hj 22p i 2p il lsyi‘ syi‘js1
1 eltsqi‘ 2s R l; A A x dl. 2.26Ž . Ž .H 22p i lsyi‘
Ž 4.Therefore, in terms of the closeness of A, for x g D A it follows from
Ž . Ž .2.26 and 2.25 that
T s T t xŽ . Ž .
1 els e m tsqi‘ s qi‘1 4s y R l; A R m ; A A x dm dlŽ . Ž .H H2 2 24p l msyi‘ s yi‘1
1 elsqm t R l; A A4 xŽ .sqi‘ s qi‘1s y dlH H2 2 2 ž m y l4p l msyi‘ s yi‘1
R m ; A A4 xŽ .
q dm/l y m
1 els 1 e m tsqi‘ sqi‘ 4s R l; A A x dm dlŽ .H H2 2ž /2p i 2p il m m y lŽ .syi‘ syi‘
1 e m t 1 elss qi‘ sqi‘1 4y R m ; A A x dl dmŽ .H H2 2ž /2p i 2p im l l y mŽ .s yi‘ syi‘1
1 elŽ sqt .sqi‘ 4s R l; A A x dlŽ .H 42p i lsyi‘
1 sqi‘
lŽ sqt .s e R l; A x dlŽ .H2p i syi‘
4 lŽ sqt .1 esqi‘ jy1y A x dlÝ H j2p i lsyi‘js1
s T t q s x ,Ž .
where we have used the resolvent identity and Lemma 2.2. Finally, noting
Ž . Ž 4. Ž Ž .that T t is bounded and the D A is dense in H because D A s
Ž . Ž . Ž .R s ; A H and D A is dense in H, so R s ; A maps a dense set of H to
Ž 4. 4Ž . .a dense set of H, and hence D A s R s ; A H is dense in H . Then the
desired result follows.
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Ž . Ž .3 To obtain the strong continuity of T t , it is sufficient to prove
Ž . Ž .that lim T t x s x for any x g D A because of the uniform bound-t “ 0q
Ž . w x  4edness of T t for t g 0, 1 . Now taking s ) max 0, s , we have0
1 sqi‘
ltT t x y x s e R l; A x dl y xŽ . Ž .H2p i syi‘
1 elt 1 eltsqi‘ sqi‘
s x dl y x q R l; A Ax dlŽ .H H2p i l 2p i lsyi‘ syi‘
1 eltsqi‘
s R l; A Ax dl, 2.27Ž . Ž .H2p i lsyi‘
Ž . Ž .where we have used Lemma 2.2 and 2.25 with k s 1. It follows from 1.2
that the integral
5 5R l; A AxŽ .sqi‘
dlH < <lsyi‘
is convergent. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, we have
1 elt 1 1sqi‘ sqi‘
lim R l; A Ax dl s R l; A Ax dl s 0.Ž . Ž .H H2p i l 2p i lt“0q syi‘ syi‘
2.28Ž .
Ž . Ž .So the desired result follows from 2.27 and 2.28 .
Ž .4 Finally, we demonstrate that A is the infinitesimal generator of
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .T t . Let A be the infinitesimal generator of T t . For x g D A , taking
˜ Ž . 4 Ž .s ) s ) max s , v A , 0 and using 2.25 and Lemma 2.2, we have1 0
‘
ys t1˜R s ; A x s e T t x dtŽ .Ž . H1
0
‘ ‘
m t1 esqi‘ys t ys t1 1s e x dt q e R m ; A Ax dm dtŽ .H H Hž /2p i m0 0 syi‘
‘x 1 R m ; A AxŽ .sqi‘ Ž mys . t1s q e dt dmH Hž /s 2p i msyi‘ 01
x 1 1syi‘
s q R m ; A Ax dmŽ .H
s 2p i m m y sŽ .sqi‘1 1
x R s ; A AxŽ .1s q s R s ; A x , ; x g D A .Ž . Ž .1s s1 1
2.29Ž .
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Ž . Ž .Since D A is dense in H, 2.29 holds for all x g H, which implies that
A˜ s A. Then the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.
By the proof of Theorem 1.1, the following result is immediate.
COROLLARY 2.3. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a C semigroup0
Ž .T t in a Hilbert space H. Then we ha¤e
<v A s inf s s ) S A such that R s q i ? x g H s ; H , ; x g H , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
2.30Ž .
Ž .where H s ; H is the Hardy space, for the precise meaning of which, see2
w xSection 6.4 in 4 .
3. APPLICATION TO THE VIBRATING STRING WITH
NON-DISSIPATIVE BOUNDARY CONDITION
In this section, we give an example to show how to apply the previous
theorem to the well-posedness problem of a non-dissipative system. Con-
sider a vibrating string system with a non-dissipative boundary condition,
w x , t y w x , t s 0, in 0, 1 = RqŽ . Ž . Ž .t t x x
w 0, t s 0, t ) 0, 3.1Ž . Ž .
w 1, t q a w 1, t s 0, t ) 0,Ž . Ž .x t
Ž .where a - 0 and a / y1. It is obvious that 3.1 is a dissipative system
Ž .when a ) 0. Now we incorporate 3.1 into certain function space. To this
1 2 Ž .end, we define the product Hilbert space H s V = L 0, 1 , where0 r
1 1 <V s w g H 0, l w 0 s 0 4Ž . Ž .0
kŽ .and H 0, l is the usual Sobolev space of order k. The inner product in H
is defined as
1 X XY , Y s w w q ¤ ¤ dx ,Ž . H1 2 1 2 1 2H
0
w xtwhere Y s w , ¤ g H, k s 1, 2. We define a linear operator A in H :k k k
¤w wA s , g D A ,Ž .¤ ¤w0
t 2 1<w xD A s w , ¤ g H w g H 0, 1 , ¤ g V , w9 1 q a ¤ 1 s 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 40
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Ž .Then 3.1 can be written as the following linear evolution equation in H :
dY
s AY . 3.2Ž .
dt
A simple calculation shows that the adjoint A* of A is given by
¤w wA* s y , g D A* ,Ž .¤ ¤w0
t 2 1<w xD A* s w , ¤ g H w g H 0, 1 , ¤ g V , w9 1 y a ¤ 1 s 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 40
Our problem is whether A generates a C semigroup and satisfies the0
Ž . Ž .spectrum-determined assumption, i.e., v A s s A . It is easy to see that
Ž . < Ž . < 2 Ž .AY, Y s ya ¤ 9 1 G 0 for Y g D A . So A is not dissipative, and itH
is not easy to verify Hille]Yosida’s conditions. By using Theorem 1.1,
however, we can give an affirmative answer to the above problem. To do
w xtthis, first for any F s f , g g H and l s s q it we solve the resolvent
w xt Ž .equation lY y AY s F with Y s w, ¤ g D A , i.e.,
lw y ¤ s f ,
l¤ y w0 s g ,
w 0 s ¤ 0 s 0,Ž . Ž .
3.3Ž .
w9 1 q a ¤ 1 s 0.Ž . Ž .
Denote
a y 1¡ 1<l g C l / ln q ikp , k g Z , if a - y1,2½ 5a q 1~Q s 1 y a
1 1<l g C l / ln q i k q p , k g Z , if a ) y1,Ž .2 2¢½ 51 q a
Ž .where Z is the integer set. It is easy to see that for l g Q, 3.3 has the
solution
w9 x s wX x q wX x , ¤ x s ¤ x q ¤ x , 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g f g f
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where, for simplicity, we have omitted the dependence of w and ¤ on
l s s q it , and
1H cosh l 1 y s q a sinh l 1 y s g s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .0Xw x s cosh l xŽ .g cosh l q a sinh l
x
y cosh l x y s g s ds, 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
1H sinh l 1 y s q a cosh l 1 y s f 9 s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .0Xw x s cosh l xŽ .f cosh l q a sinh l
x
y sinh l x y s f 9 s ds, 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
1H cosh l 1 y s q a sinh l 1 y s g s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .0¤ x s sinh l xŽ .g cosh l q a sinh l
x
y sinh l x y s g s ds, 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
1H sinh l 1 y s q a cosh l 1 y s f 9 s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .0¤ x s sinh l xŽ .f cosh l q a sinh l
x
y cosh l x y s f 9 s ds. 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
' 4It is well known that 2 sin np s, n s 1, 2, . . . is an orthonormal basis of
2w x 2w x 2w xL 0, 1 . Since f 9, g g L 0, 1 , we can expand f 9 and g in L 0, 1 as
‘ ‘
f 9 s s f sin np s, g s s g sin np s, 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn n
ns1 ns1
where f and g are Fourier coefficients of f 9 and g, respectively,n n
satisfying
‘ ‘
2 2 2 2< < 5 5 < < 5 5f s 2 f 9 , g s 2 g . 3.10Ž .Ý Ý2 2n n
ns1 ns1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Substituting 3.9 into 3.5 and 3.7 , and noting the equalities
x np sinh l x y l sin np x
sinh l x y s sin np s ds s ,Ž .H 2 2 2n p q l0
x np cosh l x y cos np xŽ .
cosh l x y s sin np s ds s ,Ž .H 2 2 2n p q l0
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we obtain
wX x s wX x q wX x , ¤ x s ¤ x q ¤ x , 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g g1 g 2 g g1 g 2
where
nq1‘ y1 np gŽ . nXw x s cosh l x , 3.12Ž . Ž .Ýg1 2 2 2cosh l q a sinh l n p q lŽ . Ž .ns1
‘ np gnXw x s cos np x , 3.13Ž . Ž .Ýg 2 2 2 2n p q lns1
nq1‘ y1 np gŽ . n¤ x s sinh l x , 3.14Ž . Ž .Ýg1 2 2 2cosh l q a sinh l n p q lŽ . Ž .ns1
‘ lgn¤ x s sin np x . 3.15Ž . Ž .Ýg 2 2 2 2n p q lns1
Ž .It follows from 3.4 that
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2Y dt s w9 q ¤ dt F 2 I q I , 3.16Ž .Ž .Ž .H H 2 2 g f
R R
where
5 X 5 2 5 5 2 5 X 5 2 5 5 2I s w q ¤ dt , I s w q ¤ dt .H 2 2 H 2 2ž / ž /g g g f f f
R R
Ž .Then for 1.2 to hold, it is enough to prove that
5 5 2c g 21
I F , 3.17Ž .g s
5 5 2c f 9 22
I F . 3.18Ž .f s
Ž .Here and below c i s 1, 2, . . . are all positive constants. First we provei
Ž . Ž .3.17 . It follows from 3.11 that




nmp 2dm n2X5 5w s g gÝ2g 2 n m2 2 2 2 2 22 n p q l m p q lŽ . Ž .n , m
‘ 2 2 2< <1 n p gns , 3.20Ž .Ý 22 2 22 < <n p q lns1
< < 2l dm n25 5¤ s g gÝ2g 2 n m2 2 2 2 2 22 n p q l m p q lŽ . Ž .n , m
‘ 2 2< < < <1 l gns , 3.21Ž .Ý 22 2 22 < <n p q lns1
and
sinh 2s2 2X5 5 5 5w q ¤ s2 2g1 g1 2< <2s cosh l q a sinh l
nq1 mq1 2y1 y1 nmpŽ . Ž .
= g g , 3.22Ž .Ý n m2 2 2 2 2 2n p q l m p q lŽ . Ž .n , m
where d is the Kronecker delta and Ý is understood asm n n, m
lim ÝN ÝN . By the residue theorem, we haveN “‘ ns1 ms1
1 p
dt s , 3.23Ž .H 2 2 2 22 2 2< < 2s n p q sŽ .n p q lR
< < 2l p sp
dt s q , 3.24Ž .H 2 2 2 22 2 2 2s< < 2 n p q sŽ .n p q lR
1
dtH 2 2 2 2 2 2n p q l m p q lR Ž . Ž .
8sp
s . 3.25Ž .2 22 2 2n q m p q 4s n y m p q 4sŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .It follows from 3.20 , 3.23 , and 3.10 that
‘1 12 2X 2 25 5 < <w dt s n p g dtÝH 2 Hg 2 n 22 2 22 < <n p q lR Rns1
‘ 2 3 2< <n p g pn 25 5s F g . 3.26Ž .Ý 22 2 2 2s4s n p q sŽ .ns1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Similarly, by using 3.21 , 3.24 , and 3.10 , we have
‘ 2< <1 l2 25 5 < <¤ dt s g dtÝH 2 Hg 2 n 22 2 22 < <n p q lR Rns1
‘ 2 2< <p s gn2< <s g qÝ n 2 2 2ž /4s n p q sns1
‘p p2 2< < 5 5F g s g . 3.27Ž .Ý 2n2s sns1
A simple calculation gives
1 2 22 2 s y2 s< <cosh l q a sinh l s 1 q a e q 1 y a eŽ . Ž .
4
2q2 1 y a cos 2tŽ .
1 2 22 s y2 s 2< <G 1 q a e q 1 y a e y 2 1 y a .Ž . Ž .
4
3.28Ž .
Ž .It can be easily seen from 3.28 that for every « ) 0 there exists a positive
constant c such that«
sinh 2s e2 s y ey2 s
F Fc ,«2 2 22 s y2 s 2< < < <2 cosh l q a sinh l 1 q a e q 1 y a e y 2 1 y aŽ . Ž .
3.29Ž .
1 <Ž . Ž . <provided that s ) s q « , where s s ln 1 y a r 1 q a ) 0. Substi-0 0 2
Ž . Ž .tuting 3.29 into 3.22 , we have
nqm2c nmp y1Ž .«2 2X5 5 5 5w q ¤ dt F g g dt ,ÝH 2 2 Hg1 g1 n m2 2 2 2 2 2s n p q l m p q lR R Ž . Ž .n , m
s ) s q « . 3.30Ž .0
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Ž .On the other hand, using 3.25 we get
nqm2nmp y1Ž .
g g dtÝH n m2 2 2 2 2 2n p q l m p q lR Ž . Ž .n , m
N 1nqm2s lim nmp y1 g g dtŽ .Ý Hn m 2 2 2 2 2 2N“‘ n p q l m p q lR Ž . Ž .n , ms1
nqm2nmp y1 g gŽ . n ms 8sp Ý 2 22 2 2 2m q n p q 4s n y m p q 4sŽ . Ž .n , m
nqm nqmy1 g g y1 g gŽ . Ž .n m n ms 2sp y . 3.31Ž .Ý 2 22 2 2 2ž /n y m p q 4s n q m p q 4sŽ . Ž .n , m
By the Cauchy inequality, we have
1r22< < < < < <g g gn m nFÝ Ý2 22 2 2 2ž /m q n p q 4s m q n p q 4sŽ . Ž .n , m m , n
1r22< <gm
= Ý 2 2 2ž /m q n p q 4sŽ .m , n
< < 2gns Ý 2 2 2m q n p q 4sŽ .m , n
‘ ‘ 1 c42 2< < 5 5F g F g . 3.32Ž .Ý Ý 2n 2 2 2 sm p q 4sns1 ms1
Similarly, we get
‘ q‘< < < <g g 1 cn m 52 2< < 5 5F g s g .Ý Ý Ý 2n2 2 2 22 2 sm p q 4sm y n p q 4sŽ .m , n msy‘ns1
3.33Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Substituting 3.32 and 3.33 into 3.31 , and then into 3.30 , we know
2p c c q cŽ .« 4 52 2 2X5 5 5 5 5 5w q ¤ dt F g , s ) s q « . 3.34Ž .H 2 2 2ž g1 g1 0sR
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore, by combining 3.19 , 3.26 , 3.27 , and 3.34 , we see that 3.17
Ž .holds. We now turn to showing 3.18 . We have
wX x s wX x q wX x q wX x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f f 1 f 2 f 3
3.35Ž .
¤ x s ¤ x q ¤ x q ¤ x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f f 1 f 2 f 3
where
‘ np f sinh l 1 y x q a cosh l 1 y xŽ . Ž .Ž .nXw x s , 3.36Ž . Ž .Ýf 1 2 2 2cosh l q a sinh l n p q lŽ . Ž .ns1
nq1‘ a np y1 fŽ . nXw x s cosh l x , 3.37Ž . Ž .Ýf 2 2 2 2cosh l q a sinh l n p q lŽ . Ž .ns1
‘ l f sin np xnXw x s , 3.38Ž . Ž .Ýf 3 2 2 2n p q lns1
‘ np f cosh l 1 y x q a sinh l 1 y xŽ . Ž .Ž .n¤ x s y , 3.39Ž . Ž .Ýf 1 2 2 2cosh l q a sinh l n p q lŽ . Ž .ns1
nq1‘ a np y1 fŽ . n¤ x s sinh l x , 3.40Ž . Ž .Ýf 2 2 2 2cosh l q a sinh l n p q lŽ . Ž .ns1
np f cos np xn¤ x s . 3.41Ž . Ž .Ýf 3 2 2 2n p q ln
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .It follows from 3.36 ] 3.41 that if we replace g in 3.12 ] 3.15 by f , wen n
Ž . X Ž . Xget 1ra w , ¤ , 1ra ¤ , and w respectively. Therefore, by the samef 2 f 3 f 2 f 3
argument as that for wX , wX , ¤ , and ¤ , we haveg1 g 2 g1 g 2
c62 2 2 2 2X X5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5w q ¤ q w q ¤ dt F f 9 . 3.42Ž .H 2 2 2 2 2ž /f 2 f 2 f 3 f 3 sR
Finally, it is easy to verify that
5 X 5 2 5 5 2w q ¤2 2f 1 f 1
a 2 q 1 sinh 2s q 2a cosh 2s y 1Ž . Ž .
s 2< <2s cosh l q a sinh l
nmp 2
= g g . 3.43Ž .Ý n m2 2 2 2 2 2n p q l m p q lŽ . Ž .n , m
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Ž .Therefore, the same reasoning used to obtain 3.34 leads to
c72 2 2X5 5 5 5 5 5w q ¤ dt F f 9 . 3.44Ž .H 2 2 2ž /f 1 f 1 sR
Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining 3.44 and 3.42 implies that 3.18 holds.
Ž .Finally, for any F# g H, if there exists a Y# g D A* such that lY# y
w xt w xtA*Y# s F# for s ) s q « , where F# s f#, g# and Y# s w#, ¤# ,0
then it is easy to see that
wX# s ywX q wX , ¤# s ¤ y ¤ .g# f# g# f#
Ž . Ž .In terms of the same argument as that used to prove 1.2 , we obtain 1.3 .
To sum up, we have proved the following result.
THEOREM 3.1. The generator A defined abo¤e generators a C semigroup0
Ž . Ž . Ž .T t . Then for any initial data Y g H, 3.2 has a unique weak solution Y t0
Ž . Žw . . Ž . Ž .such that Y ? g C 0, ‘ , H . Moreo¤er, if Y g D A , then Y t is the0
Ž . Ž . 1Žw . .unique strong solution to 2.1 such that Y ? g C 0, ‘ , H l
Žw . Ž ..C 0, ‘ , D A . For e¤ery « ) 0, there exists a positi¤e constant M such«
that
5 5 Žs 0q« . tY t F M e ,Ž . «
1 <Ž . Ž . < Ž .where s s ln 1 y a r 1 q a s s A .0 2
Although the method used here to prove Theorem 3.1 is, perhaps, not
the simplest, the method of Theorem 3.1 is straightforward and can be
applied to study the well-posedness problem for a large class of non-dis-
sipative systems, such as the beam with non-dissipative boundary condi-
tion. We shall not discuss this problem here due to space limitations.
4. FURTHER DISCUSSION
Ž . Ž .In the above example the condition 1.3 is naturally satisfied when 1.2
Ž . Ž .holds. Then we may naturally ask whether the condition 1.2 implies 1.3 .
We guess that the answer is negative. Another problem is whether Theo-
rem 1.1 can be extended to general Banach spaces. We have
THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a Banach space and X* be the dual of X.
Ž . Assume that A is a closed densely defined operator in X such that r A > l
< 4g C Re l ) s , and that for any l s s q it g C with s ) s ,0 0
5 5 2sup s y s R s q it ; A x dt - q‘, ; x g X , 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .H0
Rs)s0
5 5 2sup s y s R s y it ; A* y* dt - q‘, ; y* g X*. 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž .H0
Rs)s0
Then A generates a C semigroup in X.0
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w xProof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 12.6.1 in 4 . We denote
² :the dual product x, y* for y* g X*, x g X. Without loss of generality,
Ž . Ž .we may assume that s s 0. It follows from 4.1 and 4.2 that0
² 2Ž . : Ž .R l; A x, y* g H s ; X and that there exists an M ) 0 such that1 0
q‘ M02² : 5 5 5 5R s q it ; A x , y* dt F x y* . 4.3Ž . Ž .H
sy‘
w xBy using Theorem 6.4.1 in 4 , we have
jj 2² :q‘d y1 j! R s q it ; A x , y*Ž . Ž .
2² :R l; A x , y* s dt ,Ž . Hj jq12pdl y‘ l y s y itŽ .
j s 1, 2, . . . . 4.4Ž .
Ž .Using 4.4 with j s n y 2, we get
² Žny1. :R l; A x , y*Ž .
dny2
2² :s y R l; A x , y*Ž .ny2dl
ny1 2² :q‘y1 n y 2 ! R s q it ; A x , y*Ž . Ž . Ž .
s dt . 4.5Ž .H ny12p y‘ l y s y itŽ .
Ž . Ž .Therefore, for l ) s ) 0, it follows from 4.5 and 4.3 that
5 Žny1. 5 ² Žny1. :R l; A x s sup R l; A x , y*Ž . Ž .
5 5y*gX *, y s1
n y 2 !Ž . Ž .1ynF l y sŽ .
2p
q‘
2² := sup R s q it ; A x , y* dtŽ .H
y‘5 5y*gX *, y* s1
1yn y1 5 5F M n y 2 ! l y s s x , ;n G 2. 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž .0
l Ž .Taking s s in 4.6 , we haven
5 Žny1. 5 ynR l; A F M n y 1 !l , ;n G 2, l ) 0. 4.7Ž . Ž . Ž .0
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Furthermore, it follows from 4.1 that R l; A x g H s ; X and2
q‘1 R s q it ; A xŽ .
R l; A x s dt . 4.8Ž . Ž .H2p l y s y ity‘
Ž .Therefore, for l ) s s lr2 ) 0, by 4.8 we have
1r2q‘1 25 5 5 5R l; A x F R s q it ; A x dtŽ . Ž .Hž /2p y‘
1r2q‘ y12 2= l y s q t dtŽ .Hž /y‘
1r2q‘ 1y1r2y1r2F M s l y s dhŽ . H3 2ž /1 q hy‘
F M ly1 , 4.9Ž .4
where M and M are positive constants. Thus, by the Hille]Yosida3 4
Ž . Ž .theorem, the desired result follows from 4.7 and 4.9 .
We have used the Hille]Yosida theorem to get another proof of
sufficiency of Theorem 1.1, but the proof given in Section 2 offers more
Ž . Ž .useful information. Whether the conditions 4.1 and 4.2 are necessary
for A to generate a C semigroup in the Banach space X remains a topic0
for further research.
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